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Abstract: 1 

 The objective of this study is to compare two new generation low-complexity tools, 2 

AutoRoute and Height Above the Nearest Drainage (HAND), with a two-dimensional 3 

hydrodynamic model (Hydrologic Engineering Center-River Analysis System, HEC-RAS 2D). 4 

The assessment was conducted on two hydrologically different and geographically distant test-5 

cases in the United States, including the 16,900 km2 Cedar River (CR) watershed in Iowa and a 6 

62 km2 domain along the Black Warrior River (BWR) in Alabama. For BWR, twelve different 7 

configurations were set up for each of the models, including four different terrain setups (e.g. 8 

with and without channel bathymetry and a levee), and three flooding conditions representing 9 

moderate to extreme hazards at 10-, 100-, and 500-year return periods. For the CR watershed, 10 

models were compared with a simplistic terrain setup (without bathymetry and any form of 11 

hydraulic controls) and one flooding condition (100-year return period). Input streamflow 12 

forcing data representing these hypothetical events were constructed by applying a new fusion 13 

approach on National Water Model outputs. Simulated inundation extent and depth from 14 

AutoRoute, HAND, and HEC-RAS 2D were compared with one another and with the 15 

corresponding FEMA reference estimates. Irrespective of the configurations, the low-complexity 16 

models were able to produce inundation extents similar to HEC-RAS 2D, with AutoRoute 17 

showing slightly higher accuracy than the HAND model. Among four terrain setups, the one 18 

including both levee and channel bathymetry showed lowest fitness score on the spatial 19 

agreement of inundation extent, due to the weak physical representation of low-complexity 20 

models compared to a hydrodynamic model. For inundation depth, the low-complexity models 21 

showed an overestimating tendency, especially in the deeper segments of the channel. Based on 22 

such reasonably good prediction skills, low-complexity flood models can be considered as a 23 
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suitable alternative for fast predictions in large-scale hyper-resolution operational frameworks, 24 

without completely overriding hydrodynamic models’ efficacy. 25 

1. INTRODUCTION 26 

With an increasing stress of climate and land use changes in recent times, flood events are 27 

becoming more frequent and perhaps more disastrous (Hirabayashi, et al. 2013). In the past 30 28 

years, estimated costs of average annual flood damage is approximately $8 billion within the 29 

United States (US) (National Weather Service – Hydrologic Information Center, 2016). 30 

Accordingly, there is a growing interest in regional to continental scale high/hyper resolution 31 

flood forecasting and risk assessment across various parts of the globe (e.g. Alfieri et al., 2013; 32 

Bierkens et al., 2015; Paiva et al., 2011; Pappenberger et al., 2012; Winsemius et al., 2013; 33 

Wood et al., 2011). Maidment (2015) proposed a modeling architecture to forecast streamflow in 34 

2.7 million river reaches across the continental US, which became operational in 2016 under the 35 

National Water Model (NWM) framework (http://water.noaa.gov/about/nwm). Despite these 36 

advancements, translating streamflow forecasts into time-varying flood inundation maps with 37 

reasonable accuracy and speed remains an outstanding concern.  38 

Hydrologic models contain a rainfall-runoff estimator and a channel routing scheme, 39 

therefore, another model component is required to simulate the over-bank conditions (i.e. flood 40 

inundation). Many model applications for inundation mapping exist in literature (Table 1). Out 41 

of these alternatives, Hydrologic Engineering Center-River Analysis System (HEC-RAS), with 42 

1D flow simulation functionality, has been the principal model used in US Federal Emergency 43 

Management Agency (FEMA)’s National Flood Insurance Program (FEMA, 2015) and National 44 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service 45 
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(NOAA, 2011). The ability of performing coupled 1D/2D analysis has been recently added to 46 

HEC-RAS (hereafter, HEC-RAS 2D; Table 1) which is still being tested under different 47 

geophysical settings. With a few exceptions of the LISFLOOD-FP model (e.g. Alfieri et al., 48 

2014; Rajib et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2013), most of the model applications listed in Table 1 49 

are limited to small spatial scales over either a single river reach or a low-density river network.  50 

Executing most of the hydraulic/hydrodynamic models requires modelers’ intervention to 51 

provide substantial spatial details (e.g. channel and flood-plain cross-sections, optimum 52 

parameter values), which are often not readily available. Accordingly, the majority of these 53 

modeling packages come with a “black-box” configuration that can be executed only for 54 

research purposes in a stand-alone desktop environment (Kauffeldt et al., 2016; Néelz, 2009). 55 

These models also require considerable setup and computation time, especially with high 56 

resolution river networks. Accordingly, using a model that is as realistic as possible is not the 57 

panacea (Hunter et al., 2007); the choice should be balanced against several other considerations 58 

when it comes to the question of integration into a continental scale operational system such as 59 

the NWM. 60 

Choice of a hydraulic/hydrodynamic model as component of a large scale framework is 61 

determined less by the superior model physics and more by its suitability to be executed in cyber 62 

infrastructures, computational overhead, interoperability with the driver hydrologic model, 63 

output retrieval, and visualization capabilities (Rajib et al., 2016). Being driven by such 64 

constraints, Follum (2012) introduced AutoRoute (Table 1) as a rapid tool to create flood 65 

inundation mapping over large scales. Using the simulated streamflow outputs from Tavakoly et 66 

al. (2017) as an input forcing to the AutoRoute, Follum et al. (2017) generated high resolution 67 

(~10 m) flood maps for the Midwest US (230,000 km2) and the Mississippi Delta (109,500 km2). 68 
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Despite such intensive application, computational overhead for executing AutoRoute was 69 

remarkably small. Liu et al. (2016) adopted the concept of Height Above the Nearest Drainage 70 

(HAND; Nobre et al., 2011; Rennó et al., 2008) and transformed 10 m National Elevation 71 

Dataset (NED) for the continental US into a HAND raster. This HAND raster shows the relative 72 

height of a given location above the nearest reach in the nationally mapped river network 73 

(National Hydrography Dataset Plus). Maidment et al. (2016) featured several case studies based 74 

upon the loose coupling of NWM streamflow outputs with this HAND raster to generate near 75 

real-time flood inundation maps. Considering these recent advancements, it is timely to examine 76 

whether fast-computing, “low-complexity” inundation mapping tools with simplified input 77 

requirements and process-representations can be preferred from an operational standpoint, 78 

particularly in time-limited emergency response scenarios, over computationally exhaustive, 79 

input intensive, physics based and presumably accurate hydraulic/hydrodynamic models.  80 

Ability to capture natural floodplain processes and the influence of man-made control 81 

structures is different in each model. No model has the perfect realization of flooding; hence, 82 

simplification of the model physics may further undermine its already-limited ability. In this 83 

regard, a multi-model comparison can help measure relative accuracy of each model. Previous 84 

studies are heavily skewed towards the comparison of 1D versus 2D hydraulic/hydrodynamic 85 

models (e.g. Cook and Merwade, 2009; Alho and Aaltonen, 2008; Benjankar et al., 2014; Horrit 86 

and Bates, 2002; Leandro et al., 2009; Tayefi et al., 2007; Vojinovic and Tutulic, 2009). Several 87 

studies have compared different 2D models (e.g. Horritt and Bates, 2001; Vanderkimpen et al., 88 

2009) or the same model under different configurations of topographic resolution and/or surface 89 

roughness (e.g. Bates et al., 2003; Cook and Merwade, 2009; Horritt and Bates, 2001b; Mason et 90 

al., 2003; Pappenberger et al., 2005). Effects of other geophysical and man-made attributes 91 
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including channel bathymetry, levees, and bridges on model-simulated flood inundation has 92 

remained relatively unexplored (e.g. Cook and Merwade, 2009; Pappenberger et al., 2006).  93 

The new-generation low-complexity inundation mapping tools, such as AutoRoute and 94 

HAND, have not been compared with each other, or with advanced hydrodynamic models (e.g. 95 

HEC-RAS 2D). Although AutoRoute was compared with reference inundation extents (Follum 96 

et al., 2017), HAND’s efficacy is yet to be tested. This study, developed upon the preliminary 97 

work of Afshari et al. (2016), attempts to fill this gap with a view to provide a “practical, yet 98 

reliable” flood inundation modeling alternative to be coupled with continental scale hydrologic 99 

forecasting models. The main objective of this study is to evaluate the relative accuracy between 100 

AutoRoute, HAND, and HEC-RAS 2D for different magnitudes of flooding events, in terms of 101 

both inundation extents and depths. The Cedar River (CR) in Iowa and Black Warrior River 102 

(BWR) in Alabama in the US were considered as test-cases to represent two different spatial 103 

scales, terrain, land use and hydro-climatic conditions. For one of the test-cases (BWR), models 104 

are compared after incorporating geophysical and man-made attributes (e.g. channel bathymetry 105 

and levee) such that the resultant difference in the outcomes invoke avenues of future refinement 106 

in their current structures.  107 

[TABLE 1] 108 

2. METHODOLOGY 109 

The assessment presented in this study is based upon 39 model configurations involving 110 

three models, three flood events, four terrain setups, and two test beds. Figure 1 summarizes the 111 

general design of this study, showing that each model (i.e. HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and 112 

HAND) was executed over the BWR test-case separately for three flood events (10-, 100-, and 113 
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500-year return period) and four different terrain setups (e.g. with and without channel 114 

bathymetry and levee). Concerning the much larger test-case (i.e. CR), only a single flood event 115 

(100-year return period) and terrain setup (without channel bathymetry and levee) were 116 

considered. The models were compared with one another for inundation extent and depth, 117 

separately in each of the terrain-flood configurations. In one of the configurations of BWR, 118 

FEMA estimated flood extents and depths were also used as a reference to compare with model 119 

simulations. All these configurations are summarized in Table 2. To keep the terminology 120 

obvious and self-explanatory, configurations were named in terms of the attributes in their 121 

respective terrain setups (e.g. NED, NED+Bathymetry, NED+Levee, NED+Bathymetry+Levee).  122 

[FIGURE 1] 123 

[TABLE 2] 124 

2.1 Study Domains and Hydraulic Control Structures 125 

Figure 2 illustrates the test-cases - a 16,900 km2 Cedar River (CR) watershed in Iowa and 126 

a much smaller 62 km2 area along the Black Warrior River (BWR) in Alabama in the US. The 127 

CR watershed stretches about 380 km in a mild/moderate terrain (~0.0001 m/m), from Mower 128 

County in Minnesota to a US Geological Survey (USGS) outlet in Cedar Rapids, Iowa (USGS 129 

05464500). Along its way downstream, the main channel is fed by 11 major tributaries some of 130 

which are also divided into lower order upstream headwater reaches. The BWR domain stretches 131 

approximately 15 km through a moderate/slightly terrain (~0.0003 m/m) in Tuscaloosa county, 132 

Alabama with 15 adjoining tributaries. The river networks used for flood simulation in both 133 

cases were obtained from NHDPlus (McKay et al., 2012). The dominant land use in CR is 134 

agricultural, whereas the BWR domain used in this study is mostly an urban landscape with 135 

some forested areas.    136 
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CR is relatively a natural landscape with least obstruction by man-made hydraulic control 137 

structures. In contrast, the BWR domain has one levee and two lock/dams in the main channel 138 

(associated with two USGS gauge stations; Figure 2). The levee has been in operation since 139 

August 1999 (construction date) to reduce flooding damage in the city of Northport. According 140 

to the US Army Corps of Engineers National Levee Database, the approximate length and 141 

average crest elevation of the levee are 3.3 km and 47.5 m, respectively. The Oliver lock and 142 

dam is located at the outlet of the study domain (USGS 02465000), whereas the Holt lock and 143 

dam (USGS 02462961) defines the upstream boundary location for the main channel. Flood 144 

inundation is influenced by these dams/levees due to their flow regulatory role and to possible 145 

backwater effects during extreme events. Incorporation of these man-made control structures, 146 

even in their simplest forms, can supplement the limited hydrodynamic simulation capacity of an 147 

inundation mapping tool.  148 

[FIGURE 2] 149 

2.2. Model Inputs 150 

To enable an even assessment, the forcing data (i.e. input streamflow), topographic 151 

resolution, land cover classification, and the values of channel/surface roughness parameters 152 

were kept identical when the models were compared under the same configuration. The 153 

following sub-sections describe the model setups, including the sources of these input data and 154 

details on how they were processed for this study. 155 

2.2.1 Construction of Input Streamflow Data 156 

The specific flood magnitudes used for model simulation for this study are not actual 157 

events. The representative streamflow data to force the inundation models were constructed 158 

while maintaining the hydrologic “connectivity” of the river network and therefore accounting 159 
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for the contribution of tributaries. For instance, difference between monthly mean downstream 160 

and upstream streamflow in the BWR domain implies higher values in the downstream station 161 

87% of the time (Figure 3a). Figure 3b, comparing daily streamflow data at the upstream and 162 

downstream gauge stations for 19 peak flow events during a past 40-year period (1976-2014), 163 

also validates this notion. These findings help to realize two critical factors regarding the 164 

“connectivity” aspect mentioned above. First, amplification of flood magnitude while proceeding 165 

towards the outlet was due to the lateral flows from the tributaries; attenuation of flood peak by 166 

some diffusion effects can be considered negligible (discussed further in a later section). 167 

Secondly, the flood peaks in the tributaries occurred at the same time as in the main channel. 168 

These data-driven assessments justified the approach adopted here to determine the input 169 

streamflow forcing data for the inundation models.  170 

[FIGURE 3] 171 

In this study, input streamflow data for the three hypothetical flood events (10-, 100-, and 172 

500-year return periods) were constructed by fusing NWM simulated outputs with USGS and 173 

FEMA estimates. Simulated hourly streamflow in all the associated NHDPlus reaches were 174 

obtained from a pre-operational offline repository of the NWM (personal communications with 175 

the NOAA National Water Center, Alabama) for a recent flooding event in respective study 176 

domains (September 25 – October 1, 2016 in CR (USGS, 2010) and December 24 – 31, 2015 in 177 

BWR (USGS, 2007)). Like other hydrologic models, NWM outputs have some discrepancies 178 

relative to the observed data (Figure 4). Since the use of NWM in this study was kept limited 179 

only to ensure hydrologic connectivity of river network, bias in its streamflow simulations did 180 

not affect the “relative accuracy” of the inundation models. Hence, further diagnostic evaluation 181 

of NWM’s performance was not included here.  182 
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Based on the statistical analyses of long-term observations at the outlet of BWR, peak 183 

flow values for different return periods were estimated by USGS (2007). Accordingly, an event-184 

specific scaling factor was calculated for the outlet of BWR, being defined as the ratio of 185 

corresponding USGS estimated magnitude and the NWM peak flow (USGS 02462951; Figure 186 

4). For all other NHDPlus reaches including the main channel’s upstream boundary location in 187 

BWR, respective NWM streamflow hydrographs were multiplied by the outlet’s event-specific 188 

scaling factor to obtain three different sets of input forcing data. Similar approach was followed 189 

for CR except it was kept limited only for a 100-year flood event. CR being a much larger 190 

domain with densified gauge network, calculation of scaling factor for this case involved using 191 

USGS estimated peak flow at 14 upstream gauge stations (USGS, 2010) in addition to that at the 192 

outlet. For those reaches in CR with no USGS estimate, the nearest downstream station was 193 

selected for scaling purposes. FEMA (2008, 2010, 2013, 2014) also estimates peak flows for 194 

different return periods leveraging some field-studies and local expertise; however, such studies 195 

were available for five reaches in BWR and 16 reaches in CR (dashed lines in Figure 6). The 196 

FEMA suggested values were used in scaling factor calculation instead of USGS estimates, 197 

wherever seemed appropriate (i.e. specific reaches and flood return periods, depending on 198 

availability). Effect of these scaling factors on the constructed input streamflow are presented in 199 

Figure 5 in terms of relative channel thickness.    200 

[FIGURE 4] 201 

[FIGURE 5] 202 

2.2.2. Inclusion of Floodplain Features  203 

As summarized in Table 2, the terrain setups used for flood modeling in BWR include: 204 

(1) NED without channel bathymetry or levee (NED), (2) NED with channel bathymetry 205 
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(NED+Bathymetry), (3) NED with levee (NED+Levee), and (4) NED with both channel 206 

bathymetry and levee (NED+Bathymetry+Levee). However, flood modeling for CR is conducted 207 

only with a single terrain setup based on NED (without channel bathymetry or levee), 208 

considering its large spatial extent (16,900 km2 compared to BWR’s 62 km2), lack of continuous 209 

bathymetry data and least hydraulic controls. The spatial resolution of NED was kept the same 210 

(10m) in every case. Hence, plausible differences in simulated inundation depth and extent while 211 

using these different terrain setups evolve solely from the respective ability of the models to 212 

capture floodplain hydrodynamics. Although the fourth terrain setup (i.e. 213 

NED+Bathymetry+Levee) is the best case to closely represent river corridor/floodplain, others 214 

help to create insights on the sensitivity of a model to particular floodplain feature(s).  215 

The 10 m resolution of NED is not fine enough to identify abrupt topographical 216 

variability (e.g. height, width, and location of a levee, shape and thalweg of a channel), let alone 217 

the persistent inaccuracy that might have induced from the acquisition of elevation data and 218 

associated interpolation techniques. Use of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) topography 219 

data significantly improves detection of land surface features such as levee, but its inability to 220 

“see through” water surface and capture channel bathymetry is not unknown (Cook and 221 

Merwade, 2009). In case of BWR, limited information on the longitudinal/cross-sectional 222 

dimensions and changes in elevation along the levee was obtained from a design-inventory of the 223 

US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE, 2014), part of which were tentatively validated by the 224 

authors in a non-exhaustive field survey using ground global positioning system (GPS) 225 

equipment. Furthermore, the main channel’s water surface and bed elevation data were obtained 226 

from another field-campaign (obtained from the USACE Tuscaloosa Field Office), at a spatial 227 

resolution of 2-10 m along and across the channel. These are point elevation data, which were 228 
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transformed into raster format to mosaic with the 10 m NED, producing the aforementioned 229 

terrain setups. Figure 6 shows the difference between the NED and NED+Bathymetry+Levee 230 

setups along a cross-section and a longitudinal section of the main channel. The effect of the 231 

dam/locks was implicitly incorporated in the streamflow data (section 2.2.1).   232 

[FIGURE 6] 233 

2.2.3. Land Cover and Surface/Channel Roughness  234 

A common feature in HEC-RAS 2D and AutoRoute (also HAND, with some exceptions) 235 

is the provision of spatially distributed values of surface and/or channel roughness parameters. In 236 

this study, the same set of roughness values was used in each of the inundation models. The 2011 237 

National Land Cover Database (NLCD 2011; Homer et al., 2015) at a 30 m spatial resolution is 238 

selected as the input land use data for both test-cases (e.g. highlighted in Figure 7a as an example 239 

from BWR). Depending on the respective land use class, a separate lookup table linked each grid 240 

cell of NLCD 2011 with a representative value of Manning’s roughness coefficient (n). 241 

Manning’s n values were selected based upon the suggestions from Moors (2011); however, the 242 

“low roughness” category was used considering the recommendation by Follum et al., (2017). 243 

All the 30 m NLCD grid-cells classified as ‘open water’ basically represent the river network, 244 

hence, they were assigned the roughness value of a natural channel (n = 0.03). Unlike the HEC-245 

RAS 2D and AutoRoute models, HAND does not require assigning n for the land surface. The 246 

current version of HAND only uses channel n, which was kept consistent with the other two 247 

models to enable an even comparison.  248 

[FIGURE 7] 249 
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2.3. Flood Inundation Modeling 250 

2.3.1. Hydrodynamic Model: HEC-RAS 2D  251 

Hydrologic input to HEC-RAS 2D refers to the streamflow hydrographs (time-series) for 252 

each of the NHDPlus reaches involved and a streamflow-stage rating curve at the outlet location. 253 

Geospatial inputs include: (1) terrain (topography data) and (2) spatially distributed (gridded) 254 

surface/channel Manning’s n. The model solves a 2D unsteady flow equation at hourly resolution 255 

using a diffusive wave approach. Although HEC-RAS 2D can also employ a “full momentum” 256 

approach (the Saint Venant equation), it was avoided in this study as it does not produce 257 

substantial differences in simulated inundation in a fairly uniform terrain like BWR or CR. 258 

Despite the relatively intensive computational demand, application of the Saint Venant equation 259 

in HEC-RAS 2D would be more useful in simulating critical scenarios such as levee breach and 260 

design of hydraulic structures. The simulation was performed on a heterogeneous mesh, 261 

simultaneously having structured and un-structured cells (e.g. the mesh highlighted in Figure 7). 262 

Abrupt changes in the terrain (e.g. river bank, levee) are delineated by “breaklines” and un-263 

structured cells (up to nine faces and with different sizes), while square cells (25 m) are nested 264 

on the other parts of the landscape. Weighted average of elevation and roughness values 265 

respectively from all intersecting/encompassing cells of the 10 m terrain and 30 m roughness 266 

grid (NLCD, being linked with the lookup table) were “poured” on to a model cell regardless of 267 

its size/shape. In addition to capturing topographic details as precisely (un-structured cells) and 268 

parsimoniously (square cells) as possible, faces of these model cells work as “virtual cross-269 

sections” that regulate the propagation of flood wave. Although such a detailed model setup 270 

would enable enhanced simulation of floodplain/channel’s response in flooding conditions, it 271 

requires substantial intervention from the modelers. Outputs from HEC-RAS 2D are the time-272 
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varying flood inundation extents and depths out of which only those at the time-stamp of peak 273 

flow were extracted for comparison purposes. Running time is highly dependent on the amount 274 

of physical details imparted into the model (e.g. mesh resolution, number of boundary 275 

conditions).  276 

2.3.2. Low-complexity Model: AutoRoute 277 

Unlike HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute uses peak flow (not the time-series/hydrograph) at 278 

each NHDPlus reach. Other inputs to AutoRoute, including topography data and distributed 279 

surface/channel roughness values, were the same as those used in HEC-RAS 2D. Assuming 1D 280 

steady-state flow, AutoRoute uses Manning’s equation to calculate the normal flow depth over a 281 

high-density number of cross-sections, while the cross-section geometry and channel slope were 282 

automatically generated from topography data. Flood depth and inundation maps were simulated 283 

using a volume-fill numerical method at each cross-section. Follum et al. (2017) provided more 284 

details on the setup rubrics and computational techniques of AutoRoute. Output from AutoRoute 285 

was a static set of inundation extent and depth, corresponding to the peak flow used to force the 286 

model (for each of the specific flood events; Table 2). Although streamflow and other input data 287 

for AutoRoute were manually processed in this study, supplementary tools have been developed 288 

for automatic pre-processing to enable its execution in an operational setting (Snow, 2016; 289 

AutoRoutePy: 2.1.0). It should be noted that AutoRoute is currently closed-source at the request 290 

of one of our Military sponsors but may soon be open source. Due to this uncertainty, the paper 291 

does not state whether it is open source.  The AutoRoute executable is publically available by 292 

sending an access request to Michael Follum (Michael.L.Follum@erdc.dren.mil) 293 
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2.3.3. Low-complexity Model: HAND 294 

HAND is a hydrological terrain analysis approach, which has been tested for reasonable 295 

functionality in producing flood inundation maps (Rodda 2005; Rennó et al., 2008; Nobre et al., 296 

2016). In this approach, vertical distance between a grid-cell in topography data and the nearest 297 

cell along a stream that it drains into defines the “HAND value”. All cells on the landscape that 298 

have a HAND value smaller than the specified stage (water level) are treated as inundated. 299 

HAND is entirely raster-based and defines the inundated zone by a corresponding river segment. 300 

Therefore, it does not require the creation of cross sections. A user-friendly, seamless workflow 301 

for the HAND model is currently under development, however, an executable prototype 302 

framework for US watersheds can be supported by Xing Zheng (zhengxing@utexas.edu). 303 

In this study, 10 m HAND rasters were created with different terrain setups (four rasters 304 

for BWR and one for CR; Table 1), each with respect to the NHDPlus river network (e.g. Liu et 305 

al., 2016). These HAND rasters were then used to estimate stage height - channel hydraulic 306 

geometry relationships for each of the reaches (e.g. Zheng et al., 2016). Taking these 307 

relationships, estimated channel length and average slope from the NHDPlus database, and 308 

predefined channel roughness value (section 2.2.3), Manning’s equation was applied to generate 309 

streamflow-stage rating curves for all the reaches. Using these rating curves, input peak flow 310 

corresponding to a given return period was converted into a stage height. Finally, the HAND 311 

raster was used to create the inundation extents at these particular stage heights. 312 

2.4. Model Comparison Metrics 313 

Quantifying the differences in inundation extents and depths between two flood models, 314 

and between flood models and the reference (e.g. FEMA in BWR case study), needs a 315 

mathematical scheme. For the comparison of inundation extents, an error matrix (e.g. Congalton 316 
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and Green, 1999) was developed (Figure 8) using which Kappa-statistic and Fitness-statistic 317 

(being denoted as � and  ℱ, respectively) (Yu and Lane, 2006) were calculated to measure the 318 

degree of agreement or disagreement between two flood maps. The � statistic is a ratio between 319 

the actual agreement (indicated by major diagonal of the error matrix) of the two models and the 320 

chance of agreement (expressed through marginal rows and columns of the error matrix) 321 

(Equation 1). Hence, an impressive � value is possible even with fewer matching wet cells. For 322 

instance, in the case of flood events, where there are few number of conforming wet cells (i.e. 323 

nw1,w2) relative to the large number of conforming dry cells (i.e. nd1,d2), � might  be close to 1.  324 

� =  �.���	,��  �  �	,��  �  (��	�	,����	,����  �   ��	�	,��	,����)
��  �   (��	�	,����	,����  �   ��	�	,��	,����)    (1) 325 

ℱ reduces bias into results since it only considers the number of conforming wet cells 326 

predicted by both flood models (Equation 2): 327 

ℱ = ��	,��
��	,����  �   ��	�	,��  �   ��	,��       (2) 328 

where � is total number of cells; ���,�� is number of cells predicted wet by both inundation 329 

models; ���,�� is number of cells predicted dry by both inundation models; ���,��is number of 330 

cells predicted dry by model 1 but as wet by model 2; ���,�� is number of cells predicted wet by 331 

model 1 but as dry by model 2; ���,����� is number of cells where model 1 predicted them as 332 

wet while model 2 predicted either wet or dry; ������,�� is number of cells where model 2 333 

predicted them as dry while model 1 predicted either wet or dry; ���,����� and ������,�� are 334 

being read in same fashion to ���,����� and ������,�� respectively. Both of these inundation 335 

metrics range from 0 to 1 denoting lowest and highest conformity, respectively.  336 

 [FIGURE 8] 337 
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Flood inundation depths were compared by calculating Mean Difference (MD) and Root 338 

Mean Squared Difference (RMSD) between the simulated outputs from two models or between a 339 

model and a reference. Both MD and RMSD were computed based upon an average of cell-by-340 

cell difference and squared difference of two flood inundation depth layers: 341 

MD = �
� ∑ (Z�,� − Z�,�)� !�          (3) 342 

RMSD = �
� $∑ (Z�,� − Z�,�)� !�

%
        (4) 343 

where N is total number of raster cells; Z1,i  and Z2,i  are depth values simulated respectively by 344 

flood model 1 and 2 at the ith cell. MD and RMSD need careful interpretation, if used together. 345 

Lower MD may not always come with lower RMSD. For a constant MD, RMSD can increase as 346 

the variance associated with the frequency distribution of error magnitudes also increases. 347 

Accordingly, the sole purpose of MD was kept limited in this study only to evaluate a model’s 348 

general overestimating/underestimating tendency with respect to the other model or the FEMA 349 

reference, while RMSD should be seen as a metric of models’ relative accuracy.  350 

An R code was developed to perform one-to-one comparison of model products (i.e. 351 

flood inundation extent and depth) with the option of calculating a suite of conformity statistics 352 

as described above (Afshari, 2016, 2017). 353 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 354 

This section presents the outcome of the study from three aspects: (1) comparison among 355 

models for flood extents, (2) comparison among models for flood depths, and (3) comparison of 356 

the models with FEMA flood estimates for a specific flood magnitude (only for BWR test-case).  357 
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3.1 Comparison of Flood Extents  358 

3.1.1. Inter-comparison of Models for Inundation Extent 359 

For the CR test-case, HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and HAND were compared for flood 360 

extent and depth only for a 100-year flood. Only the most simplistic terrain setup, without 361 

channel bathymetry or other possible floodplain features, was considered in this case, with a 362 

view to have a closer look on some critical aspects where flood models usually struggle over 363 

large spatial scales. Specifically, the model comparisons on CR solicited a general assessment 364 

whether low-complexity models “behave” in the same manner as the hydrodynamic model 365 

regardless of meandering main channel segments, confluence, and lower order headwater 366 

reaches.  367 

In general, HEC-RAS-2D resulted in notably larger inundated area compared to 368 

AutoRoute and HAND. Across the entire test-case, differences in inundated area between HEC-369 

RAS 2D and AutoRoute and between HEC-RAS 2D and HAND were respectively 382 and 229 370 

km2, which made HAND simulations closer to HEC-RAS 2D. Although HAND inundated a 371 

slightly larger area than AutoRoute, spatial patterns of their respective inundation were nearly 372 

identical in each of the four cases (A1 – A4) highlighted in Figure 9. This was also evident from 373 

� and ℱ as both of the low-complexity models basically showed the same fitness scores against 374 

the inundation extent of HEC-RAS 2D.  375 

As indicated in section 2.4, concurrent occurrence of high � and low ℱ is quite possible. 376 

� shows conformity in the number and location of dry cells between the models, not the 377 

conformity of their actual inundated extents. Still, a � value as high as one in CR strongly 378 

suggests that the low-complexity models function very reasonably. Concerning the actual match 379 

of wet cells (i.e. inundation), obtaining a lower ℱ value could be potentially misinterpreted. It is 380 
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likely for an uncalibrated low-complexity model to show lower ℱ values against a much more 381 

detailed hydrodynamic model, especially when executed over a large area such as the CR. 382 

Nevertheless, a relatively low fitness of inundated boundaries (ℱ values ~ 0.5 in Figure 9) cannot 383 

be undermined as the typical disagreement between the two models; ℱ values were found 384 

substantially higher when looked specifically into A3 or A4 portions of the test-case. This could 385 

also be supported by visually assessing the highlighted portions in CR (Figure 9). For example, 386 

with respect to HEC-RAS 2D, low-complexity models showed large differences along the main 387 

channel and its confluences with the tributaries (A1 and A2 in Figure 9); however, such 388 

difference was found minimal in the lower order less-meandering reaches in the upstream 389 

headwater catchments (A3 and A4 in Figure 9).  390 

[FIGURE 9] 391 

A small-scale yet more comprehensive comparison was deduced from the BWR test-case 392 

focusing more on the models’ response to floodplain features such as bathymetry and levee. 393 

HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and HAND were compared for flood extent using 10-, 100-, and 500-394 

year events, and for four different terrain setups (Figures 10-12). The results suggest expansion 395 

of inundation extents when the return period increased from 10-year to 500-year for all the 396 

models; however, the percent change of extent between return periods was not identical when 397 

models were compared with one another. For four terrain setups in HEC-RAS 2D, the average 398 

expansion of the flood extent was 25% and 11% from 10-year to 100-year and from 100-year to 399 

500-year flood events, respectively. Although AutoRoute is not a hydrodynamic model, it 400 

closely mimics HEC-RAS 2D in most parts of the study region. AutoRoute showed an average 401 

expansion of flood extent by 20% between 10-year and 100-year and 10% between 100-year and 402 

500-year event simulations. Compared to HEC-RAS 2D, a limitation in AutoRoute is the 403 
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absence of any downstream boundary condition (dam/lock in BWR main channel). Accordingly, 404 

difference in inundation extents between HEC-RAS 2D and AutoRoute, as observed in the first 405 

column of Figures 10-12, might be due to AutoRoute’s inability to capture the possible 406 

“backwater effect” during the higher magnitude events. Similar to AutoRoute, representation of 407 

the wave propagation (e.g. backwater effect) is a limitation in HAND. Moreover, HAND showed 408 

flooding in physically implausible locations which have similar elevation difference with respect 409 

to the nearest reach (the main channel in this case). As a result, HAND produced larger 410 

inundated area than AutoRoute when both were compared against HEC-RAS 2D. This is similar 411 

to what was observed in the case of CR test-case. For BWR, HAND showed an average 412 

expansion of flood extent by 31% between 10-year and 100-year events and 5% between 100-413 

year and 500-year flood events. Among all the configurations, regardless of terrain setup or flood 414 

event, AutoRoute invariably showed better performance than HAND in capturing the inundation 415 

extent of BWR in terms of � and ℱ.  416 

 [FIGURE 10] 417 

[FIGURE 11] 418 

[FIGURE 12]  419 

3.1.2. Effect of Terrain Setups on Inundation Extent 420 

Depending on the model, effects of floodplain attributes (e.g. levee and bathymetry) on 421 

the simulated inundation extents can be noticeably different. In the BWR test-case, HEC-RAS 422 

2D and AutoRoute showed reasonably good agreement irrespective of return periods, even 423 

without the incorporation of channel bathymetry or levee (e.g. ℱ = 0.71-0.75). Incorporation of 424 

the levee (NED+Levee setup) could not mitigate HAND’s overestimating tendency. As the 425 
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relative elevation with respect to the nearest channel is a key determinant for HAND, the model 426 

essentially over-laid the same “over-bank” stage from the particular channel segment on both 427 

sides of the levee. In reality, spatial orientation of the levee acts as a confinement and thus 428 

controls the movement of flood wave, which was relatively well-captured by HEC-RAS 2D and 429 

AutoRoute. 430 

Both AutoRoute and HAND showed prominent overestimation of inundation extents 431 

relative to HEC-RAS 2D throughout the entire length of the main channel once bathymetry was 432 

incorporated in the terrain. More specifically, HEC-RAS 2D tended to retain more “within-bank” 433 

water because of the deeper and wider channel in the NED+Bathymetry and 434 

NED+Bathymetry+Levee setups. This phenomenon was vivid for 10-year and 100-year events 435 

(Figures 10 and 11, respectively). Accordingly, the best model conformity in the NED+Levee 436 

setup (i.e. highest � and ℱ) does not necessarily mean that model simulated inundation extents 437 

were more accurate in this particular terrain setup. Considering NED+Bathymetry+Levee to be a 438 

relatively better realization of the floodplain compared to other terrain setups, raises questions to 439 

why AutoRoute and HAND are unable to leverage from this terrain setup and remains as an 440 

outstanding question needing further investigation looking into possible scopes of model re-441 

conceptualization. Regardless, the NED+Bathymetry+Levee setup exemplified a crucial aspect 442 

regarding the effect of bathymetry in case of an extreme flood event (e.g. 500-year; Figure 12). 443 

In that case, flood water was found to have over-topped the levee in the NED+Levee setup in all 444 

the models, but HEC-RAS 2D and AutoRoute did not allow over-topping when bathymetry was 445 

included in the model configuration (NED+Bathymetry+Levee). This is a clear example of 446 

bathymetry being a controlling factor that determines the shape of flood inundation map, except 447 
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in HAND. Here as well, AutoRoute has relatively better capability than HAND, at least with 448 

current versions. 449 

3.2. Comparison of Flood Depth  450 

Inter-comparison of simulated inundation depths (as raster data layers) was carried out only 451 

for the 100-year flood event in both CR and BWR test-cases. The common (intersecting) area of 452 

the inundation extents generated by two particular models was taken as the boundary within 453 

which flood depth comparison was carried out.   454 

3.2.1. Inter-comparison of Models for Inundation Depth 455 

Figures 13 demonstrates the comparison among HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and HAND 456 

for inundation depth in CR, only for a 100-year flood event. Over the entire stream network of 457 

CR, HEC-RAS 2D produced 11-16 m (MD) deeper floods than AutoRoute and HAND, which is 458 

in line with its overestimation of inundation extent (Figure 9). Similarly, both low-complexity 459 

models had minimal difference (< 2 m) in their respective simulated depths. However, HAND 460 

produced a slightly deeper flood than AutoRoute as evident from MD, making the models’ 461 

behavior coherent with what was depicted in Figure 9 for their flood extent simulation. 462 

Furthermore, HAND simulated depth had an RMSD of ~9 m against HEC-RAS 2D, contrary to 463 

AutoRoute’s 17 m. This led to the notion that HAND simulations were relatively more consistent 464 

with HEC-RAS 2D, at least in CR. The meandering main channel (a near-outlet location) and 465 

confluences (A1 and A2) again appeared to be the hot-spots where both AutoRoute and HAND 466 

struggled, but their performance to simulate flood depth is equivalent to HEC-RAS 2D in the 467 

case of less-meandering upstream headwater catchments (A3 and A4).      468 

For the BWR test-case, inundation depth of a 100-year flood event for all terrain setups 469 

showed an average MD of 0.8 m between HEC-RAS 2D and AutoRoute, with AutoRoute 470 
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resulting in deeper inundation (Figure 14). HAND produced even deeper inundation as its 471 

average MD from HEC-RAS 2D was about 4 m. In general, both AutoRoute and HAND 472 

overestimated depth with respect to HEC-RAS 2D which is opposite to what was detected from 473 

the CR test-case. Analogous to the results shown for inundation extent (section 3.1.1), bias in 474 

depth simulation was nearly 50% less in AutoRoute than that in HAND in terms of their RMSD 475 

against HEC-RAS 2D. Variability of depth along the main channel was found to be more 476 

consistent between HEC-RAS 2D and AutoRoute in most parts of the river network. On the 477 

other hand, variability of depth simulated by HAND was relatively more erratic (hence, may not 478 

be realistic).  479 

In the 16,900 km2, 380 km long CR test-case, the low-complexity models generally 480 

showed an underestimating tendency to simulate inundation extent and depth, while HAND 481 

produced closer results to the HEC-RAS 2D model. The opposite was found in the 62 km2, 15 482 

km long BWR test-case with AutoRoute being relatively accurate with respect to HEC-RAS 2D. 483 

Here, the scale is important. For example, there are specific locations with short reach segments 484 

within CR, where the low-complexity models behaved similarly as in the case of BWR. Hence, 485 

the outcome from the BWR test-case, showing AutoRoute and HAND overestimating inundation 486 

extent and depth is not an anomaly, rather it is a very likely subset of possibilities that might 487 

have happened if a much larger domain along the Black Warrior River system was modeled in 488 

this study.  489 

[FIGURE 13]  490 

[FIGURE 14]  491 
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It could seem ambiguous why AutoRoute differs from HAND even though both are 492 

based on Manning’s equation. Despite using Manning’s equation, the procedure of generating 493 

flood maps is not similar in these models. AutoRoute generates flood inundation map (extent) 494 

and depth “vertically”, whereas HAND does it “laterally”. More specifically, AutoRoute 495 

automatically generates cross-sections, calculates flood extent for user-defined input streamflow 496 

values using iterative calculation of flow for every cross section (Follum et al., 2017). The depth 497 

is incrementally increased from the lowest point in the reach until the calculated streamflow from 498 

Manning's equation matches the input streamflow. In the HAND method, first a synthetic stage-499 

discharge rating curve is generated for each NHDPlus reach using Manning’s equation. For a 500 

user-defined input streamflow, a corresponding depth value is extracted from such a rating curve 501 

(Liu et al., 2016). All cells on the landscape with a HAND value smaller than this depth will be 502 

considered as inundated. Hence, this method does not require cross sections and it also does not 503 

have the direct incorporation of streamflow as in AutoRoute. In this way, use of Manning’s 504 

equation in HAND does not produce similar results as in the AutoRoute model.  505 

3.2.2. Effect of Terrain Setups on Inundation Depth 506 

Similar to the multi-model multi-terrain assessment of inundation extent (section 3.1.2), 507 

simulated flood depth in the BWR test-case was also evaluated under four different terrain 508 

setups. When the models were configured with the simplest terrain setups, NED and 509 

NED+Levee, AutoRoute showed the least bias for flood depth simulation with respect to HEC-510 

RAS 2D (relevant RMSD values for a 100-year event; Figure 14). Once bathymetry was 511 

incorporated, AutoRoute showed signs of discrepancy as the RMSD value relative to HEC-RAS 512 

2D increased by more than 1 m. Exactly similar phenomenon was observed in the case of HAND 513 

when it was compared with HEC-RAS 2D (middle column of Figure 14). What is more 514 
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interesting here is the remarkable similarity between AutoRoute and HAND pertaining to their 515 

behavior in depth simulation in certain segments of the main channel. Contrary to their general 516 

depth overestimating tendency relative to HEC-RAS 2D, both AutoRoute and HAND distinctly 517 

underestimated flood inundation depth in the middle and near-outlet locations in the 518 

“bathymetry-informed” terrain setups. Even when comparing HAND and AutoRoute, 519 

NED+Bathymetry+Levee showed the highest RMSD (7.64 m) out of all terrain setups being 520 

modeled here. Overall, this analysis resonates the insensitivity of these low-complexity flood 521 

models to cope with hydrodynamics, especially in meandering portions of the channel (middle 522 

section), the deeper portions in the near-outlet location with a navigational dam/lock, and nearby 523 

levee, not to mention their inability to capture back water effects. However, in such cases, 524 

AutoRoute seemed to be better-equipped than HAND, similar to the findings highlighted in 525 

section 3.1.2 for simulation of inundation extent.   526 

3.3 Evaluation of Model Performance with FEMA Reference Estimates 527 

Figure 15 compares model simulated inundation extent and depth for a 100-year flood 528 

event with the corresponding FEMA estimates. This assessment was kept limited only on BWR 529 

test-case as it has nearly all real-life examples of floodplain features that often make flood 530 

models under-perform. The FEMA flood map (i.e. inundation extent) was obtained via Flood 531 

Map Service Center (https://msc.fema.gov/portal), which is the official public source for sharing 532 

flood hazard information in terms of flood maps and other related products. The technical 533 

information from FEMA-Coordinated Needs Management Strategy (FEMA-CNMS) platform as 534 

well as FEMA’s R4 Regional Service Center assured that channel bathymetry was not 535 

considered for developing the 100-year flood hazard map in BWR. Another considerable factor 536 

was that FEMA estimates on flood extent and depth were available only for the downstream 537 
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portion of BWR encompassing the levee. Hence, comparing the models with FEMA estimates 538 

seemed justified only for the “NED+Levee” terrain setup. Clearly, HEC-RAS 2D had the most 539 

conformity with FEMA estimates  for flood extent (Figure 15). The � and ℱ scores were 0.94 540 

and 0.74, respectively, for the HEC-RAS 2D versus FEMA case. These scores were 0.93 and 541 

0.69 when the flood extent generated by AutoRoute was compared with the FEMA flood map. 542 

Comparison of the HAND and FEMA flood extents resulted in κ and ℱ equal to 0.88 and 0.53, 543 

respectively. In case of flood depths, HEC-RAS 2D quite expectedly produced the lowest RMSD 544 

(2.23 m), while AutoRoute and HAND had an RMSD of 3.33 m and 5.36 m, respectively. The 545 

average of differences (MD) for FEMA flood depth against HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and 546 

HAND were respectively captured as -1.55, 0.37, and -1.27 m. The MD values show that 547 

AutoRoute and FEMA are relatively similar whereas HAND and HEC-RAS 2D underestimate 548 

the flood depth derived by FEMA. AutoRoute and FEMA both use similar methods (Manning 549 

equation) which can explain similarity of MD values. Since HEC-RAS 2D applies the unsteady 550 

hydrodynamic (2D Diffusion Wave) equation, it might produce lower depth compared to the 551 

steady state approach. This is due to the fact that the unsteady state equation factors in additional 552 

physically-based terms may lower the simulated water stages compared to ones estimated by 553 

steady state approach (being applied in FEMA and AutoRoute). HAND model shows 554 

overestimation of depth at upstream and abruptly underestimation of depth when a levee exists 555 

(Figure 15) which resulted in overall underestimation of depth with this model compared to the 556 

FEMA model.  557 

[FIGURE 15] 558 
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4. CONCLUSION 559 

This paper inaugurates a new line of research to compare the sensitivity and suitability of 560 

new-generation low-complexity flood models. With increasing flood hazards across the world, it 561 

has been a burning question whether it is sustainable to employ computationally intensive yet 562 

supposedly better hydrodynamic models in large-scale hyper-resolution operational flood 563 

simulation. Against such concern, a few models were developed with the fast-computing 564 

capability due to simplified input requirements and process-representations yet reasonably good 565 

in terms of prediction accuracy. This paper compares two such genres of recently-developed 566 

inundation models: a hydrodynamic model (i.e. HEC-RAS 2D) and two low-complexity models 567 

(i.e. AutoRoute and HAND). To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is also the first flood 568 

inundation assessment using United States National Water Model (NWM) streamflow data.  569 

The assessment presented in this study is based upon 39 model configurations involving 570 

three models, three flood events, four terrain setups, and two test beds. Models were compared 571 

for two hydrologically different and geographically distant test-cases in the United States, 572 

including the 16,900 km2 Cedar River (CR) watershed in state of Iowa and a 62 km2 domain 573 

along the Black Warrior River (BWR) in state of Alabama. Model comparison in CR was 574 

conducted using only one terrain setup (i.e. National Elevation Dataset, NED) and a 100-year 575 

flood event, with a view to focus on issues such as meandering channel segments and 576 

confluences where flood models usually struggle. A much more detailed analysis was conducted 577 

over the BWR test-case including moderate to extreme flood events at 10-, 100-, and 500-year 578 

return periods and various terrain setups with levee and/or bathymetry. The streamflow time-579 

series from the pre-operational offline repository of the NWM were used and processed to define 580 

inflow boundary conditions of the flood events for all NHDPlus reaches in the test-cases.  581 
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Results showed HEC-RAS 2D, AutoRoute, and HAND can be ranked according to their 582 

model complexity and computational capability. HEC-RAS 2D is the most and HAND is the 583 

least complex model. The HAND model results were relatively closer to HEC-RAS 2D 584 

compared to the AutoRoute model for depth and flood extent in the CR study domain. However, 585 

in the relatively less meandering upstream headwater rivers, both AutoRoute and HAND 586 

behaved the same as HEC-RAS 2D. This can be attributed to the nature of low complexity 587 

models, their inherent capabilities, and limitation, which might perform well in simple landscape. 588 

Results also showed that in complex conditions such as meandering main channels and 589 

confluences, low complexity models struggle to generate results that are comparable to the HEC-590 

RAS 2D model.  In the BWR test-case, AutoRoute generally outperformed HAND when 591 

compared to the HEC-RAS 2D model when hydraulic controls such as dams and levee were 592 

incorporated. One should note that both low complexity models demonstrated identical spatial 593 

variation of flood extents, despite the difference between magnitudes of flood extent or flood 594 

depth. Considering model performance with different terrain setups, HEC-RAS 2D and 595 

AutoRoute models showed similar results for the NED+Levee terrain setup with HAND showing 596 

some inconsistency in capturing the effect of any abrupt geophysical variation (e.g. enforced by 597 

the levee). Contrarily, terrain setups with bathymetry (e.g. the NED+Bathymetry+Levee terrain 598 

setup) showed prominent discrepancy between the low-complexity models in comparison with 599 

the hydrodynamic model. This behavior is speculated to be driven by assimilation of different 600 

river bed-slope at each NHDPlus reach (i.e. channels with bathymetry versus channels having a 601 

“flat-bed” as given by NED), and thus, resultant change in the vertical distance between a given 602 

cell on the floodplain and the nearest channel cell that it drains into. In general, the low-603 

complexity models should be set up with caution in flat and densely urbanized zones (e.g. in the 604 
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downstream regions of the BWR study domain) since they do not capture the backwater effects 605 

created by existing hydraulic structures. Further study in different climate and land use 606 

conditions would be helpful to validate these findings. 607 

Despite the generally favorable results obtained in this study, it is up to the users discretion 608 

whether a low-complexity flood inundation mapping tool should be preferred or complex 609 

hydrodynamic models. As a near future application, low complexity models can provide a rapid, 610 

first order estimate of flood inundation to prioritize evacuation areas during severe flood events. 611 

Furthermore, the combination of both types of modeling approaches can be considered. For 612 

instance, the low complexity models can be used for flood mapping at the regional scale with a 613 

nested high-fidelity model at the local scale where anthropogenic effects and topographic 614 

conditions need to be considered. Results of this study showed that low-complexity tools can 615 

have “nearly equal applicability” while retaining the value of complex hydrodynamic models.  616 

This notion is based upon a trade-off between highest possible accuracy and computational 617 

efficiency, which is permissible for operational needs. Moreover, to provide operational 618 

hydrologic support in geographic areas where hydrologic data is sparse, and because the 619 

assessments provided are time critical, alternative approaches can be employed to develop terrain 620 

and bathymetry data. For instance, idealized power-law hydraulic geometries which are derived 621 

based on bank-full hydraulics of the channel can be established given measured basic hydraulics 622 

(i.e. discharge, water surface width, average depth, and average velocity) and applied to generate 623 

asymptotic forms of the channel bed geometry. Application and deployment of this methodology 624 

in the low complexity models can be considered as a far future work.  625 
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Table 1. Existing models being applied by researchers and flood modeling communities along 1 

with those applied in current study.  2 

 Model Reference(s) Developer(s) 

1 FESWMS-2DH (Finite Element 

Surface Water Modeling System for 

2D flow in the Horizontal plane 

Froehlich, D.C., 1989; 

Musser et al., 2007 

US Geological Survey 

 

2 FaSTMECH (Flow and Sediment 

Transport with Morphological 

Evolution of Channels) 

Kim et al., 2011; Nelson 

et al., 2003 

 

3 MIKE 11 1D, MIKE 21 2D and 

MIKE FLOOD 1D/2D coupled 

hydrodynamic suit of models 

Ballesteros et al., 2011; 

Patro et al., 2009; 

Wright et al., 2008 

The Danish Hydraulic 

Institute 

4 SOBEK 1D/2D Vanderkimpen et al., 

2009 

Deltares-Delft 

Hydraulics 

5 BreZo/ HiResFlood Begnudelli and Sanders, 

2007; Nguyen et al., 

2015a,b; Sanders, 2007 

University of 

California, Irvine, US 

6 FLDWAV (Flood Wave Dynamic 

Model) 

Fread, 1998 US National Weather 

Service 

7 HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering 

Center-River Analysis System) 1D  

USACE, 2010 US Army Corps of 

Engineers 

8 HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering 

Center-River Analysis System) 2D *  

Brunner et al., 2014  

9 LISFLOOD-FP  Alfieri et al., 2014; 

Bates and De Roo, 

2000; Bates et al., 2010; 

Rajib et al., 2016; 

Schumann et al., 2013 

University of Bristol, 

UK 

10 AutoRoute * Follum, 2012; Follum et 

al., 2017 

US Army Corps of 

Engineers 

11 HAND (Height Above the Nearest 

Drainage) for continental US * 

Maidment et al. (2016); 

Zheng et al., 2016 

Liu et al., 2016  

* Models being applied and tested in current study 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

   7 



Table 2. Configurations for multi-model comparison. Each of the three models used in this study 1 

had 13 configurations as listed below. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

Configuration Flood event 

(return 

period) 

Terrain setup Testbed 

 NED Bathymetry Levee  

1 10-year 10 m × × 

Black Warrior 
River (BWR), 

Alabama 

2 √ × 
3 × √ 
4 √ √ 

5 100-year 10 m × × 
6 √ × 
7 × √ 
8 √ √ 

9 500-year 10 m × × 
10 √ × 
11 × √ 
12 √ √ 

13 100-year 10 m × × Cedar River 
(CR), Iowa 




